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Washington DC this month was infested 
By neuroscientists, all fleece-vested 

Braving the cold and driving rain 
To share their thoughts about the brain  

   With my award, I took my chance 
(Considered a holiday in Southern France) 

Printed a poster and headed instead 
To learn about what’s in my head 

 
My favourite talk that I saw there 

Was delivered by Prof. Stephen Maier 
Whose work on stress I’ve long admired 

From a distance; I was inspired 
To hear him speak of 5-HT 

From a stage ten feet from me 
I learned of specific prefrontal projections 

Conferring resilience to shock and rejection 
Of a rat by its peers; he beautifully showed 

Prelimbic cortex is the critical node 
 

Through thousands of abstracts I vigorously combed 
And targets selected, I eagerly roamed 

Getting embroiled in lively debates 
On reward representations and fixed learning rates 

I was excited to find some recordings in rats 
Showing OFC tuning to value, and that 

Validated an idea we’d been kicking around 
Placing it on solid empirical ground 

 
Sebastien Bouret’s posters were excellent too 

What on earth does noradrenaline do? 
His recordings in monkeys may shed some light 

It seems from his work that catecholamines might 
Reflect the effort required to complete a task  

Leading us fans of Dayan to ask 
What of uncertainty, and does this allow 
Another explanation of theories of how 

Noradrenaline reflects attention, for, let’s admit 
Attention is effortful (but please read on a bit) 

 
My poster, on stress, was quite well received 
My results were admired and broadly believed 

I had several long chats with quite illustrious folk 
And nobody managed to properly poke 

Any holes in my work (the perennial worry; 
And if they go on to review it – well then, you’ll be sorry) 

I had several useful in depth conversations  
And forged some new transatlantic relations 

 
And so, by the end, I was veritably stuffed 

Full of science, exhausted, but certainly chuffed 
At the grant the Guarantors had kindly bestowed 

I’ve returned full of gusto, and I hope I have showed 
That your funding of me was a splendid idea 

And perhaps one that’s worth you repeating next year? 
 


